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“Clarity in software through experience and design.”
Claro Software

Welcome
Claro Software is an innovative software company that develops and licenses
‘assistive software’, including speech, image, and touch technology. With
Windows and Mac versions, mobile USB stick options and network delivered
solutions, we aim to provide the best choice for the user.
Our design ethos is to keep the software easy to use, and generally available in many languages. Welcome to our
Product Guide.
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Reading and writing support for Windows
Reading and writing support for Mac
High quality text to speech
Talking symbol word processor

Capture, Research, Revise, Teach
Capture text, images and audio
Create visual idea maps
Word bank creation tool

Productivity and Proofing
Voice to text dictation
Proofreading solution

Scan and convert paper and PDFs
Touch screen software

Visual

Screen magnifier with optional speech
Coloured reading ruler and overlay tools

Touch, Mouse and Switch Input
Multi-functional touch controller
On-screen keyboard application
Switch software
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Literacy Support
Reading And Writing Support
A comprehensive range of features specifically created to support individuals who struggle with reading and
writing. Designed with maximum simplicity and flexibility for students, workers and home users of all ages
and abilities.
Create word-perfect documents, and let the computer do the proofreading. Listen to the internet read out loud
in a range of quality, human-sounding voices. Record revision notes for learning on the go.
With just one click of the mouse, a huge range of viewing options change the size, colour and background of text.
Reports, essays and presentations can be edited in seconds. And most tools are available in portable USB format.
All tools are compatible with any major operating system. And a range of licenses for colleges, schools and other organisations
can be tailored to individual needs.
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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“ClaroRead gives me access to a variety of reading materials, and it gives people the facility 		
to manage whatever reading they have to do. It can make a real positive difference to a 		
dyslexic student’s life.”
Jack Bow, Dyslexia support tutor and dyslexic person, London Metropolitan University

ClaroRead
ClaroRead is a highly effective, multi-sensory software solution for supporting
reading and writing. Designed with maximum simplicity and flexibility for all
ages and abilities, ClaroRead aids concentration and increases confidence.
ClaroRead can speak practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated with Microsoft Word. With
ClaroRead Plus and Pro, scanned books and documents are also read back with complete clarity.
A wide range of visual tools are included to colour, highlight, and focus on text as it is spoken by the computer. ClaroRead
improves written accuracy with an enhanced spell check, homophone check, thesaurus and speaking dictionary. Words can
also be spoken back as they are typed.
ClaroRead is easily customised to suit individual needs – making it the ideal companion for learning and working.
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ClaroRead Features
Speak Any Text

Multi-Sensory Learning

All versions of ClaroRead include eight high-quality voices that
read anything from the PC clearly and accurately. Text can be
spoken at any point by highlighting individual sections of text
and pressing Play. Spoken words can be highlighted using a
custom colour selection in Microsoft Word and Open Office.

Any text can be converted and saved as an audio or video file
for use in a range of portable phones and audio players. Use
the files to build an audio or video archive on the computer.

Improving Word Selection
Homophones (words that sound alike despite differences in
their meaning) are automatically highlighted. ClaroRead also
provides a huge choice of alternative words, their dictionary
definitions, and over 2,000 different symbols representing
their meanings.

Reading and Colour Support Tools
The included ScreenRuler software provides a strip or ruler
across the screen, which can have the contrast changed and
have the background greyed, coloured or dimmed out.

Writing Support
ClaroRead’s word prediction learns as you type. Build multiple
prediction dictionaries for different subject areas. ClaroRead
also includes an integrated reference dictionary. The check
anywhere feature spell checks from any PC application, while
the dictionary tooltip retrieves definitions for any word,
anywhere on the page.

Convert Paper Documents and PDFs
ClaroRead Plus and Pro include powerful Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) technology that easily converts any PDF,
textbook, photocopy or handout into an accessible format.
Text can then be edited or read back.

Layout Assistance
ClaroRead’s integration with Microsoft Word and Internet
Explorer makes changing layout and colour simple. Font and
formatting changes can be made with just one click. Change
the background, font, or text colour; increase or decrease
font size; and expand character, line or paragraph spacing.

Integration with Dragon Dictation Software
ClaroRead works alongside Dragon NaturallySpeaking to
support hands-free dictation and proofreading of text. The
echo feature of ClaroRead Plus and Pro instantly speaks
back text dictated into the computer with Dragon.

Research and Capture Information
Popular research tool ClaroCapture is included with
ClaroRead. Capture collects text, images, screenshots, files,
recordings and references together in one project file.

Visual Highlighting in Microsoft Word
The focus sentence feature greys or dims out sentences not
being spoken by the ClaroRead voice. Helpful for focussing
the eye on the text, and tracking its position in a document.
The word trail feature progressively colours words as they are
spoken, creating effective word-by-word highlighting with
minimal visual disruption.

Voices
All versions of ClaroRead include eight high-quality text to
speech voices that read anything from the PC clearly and
accurately. Additional voices are available.

Word Checking
Word Check gives extra definitions, context for the current
spelling and a Google search link within the improved Word
Check window. ClaroRead also memorises spell check
window corrections.

ClaroRead Toolbar

ClaroCapture Toolbar

System Requirements
• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 300MB hard disk space
• 60-140MB for each RealSpeak Voice
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2003 or later
• Sound Card
• Scanner supporting TWAIN or WIA
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“Programs like ClaroRead are absolutely invaluable. For me, it is like putting on a pair 		
of reading glasses. When I switch on my computer, I always use ClaroRead. It’s critical.”
David Edwards, Freelance Assistive Technology Trainer and dyslexic person

Application Guide
Corporate and Education
ClaroRead Advanced Settings Editor

ClaroRead is the perfect editing, research and proofreading
tool for schools, universities and workplaces. Using ClaroRead
is a simple way to save time, increase productivity and
maximise ability.

Included ClaroCapture grabs information from a variety of
sources, compiling them into one handy information bank. An
invaluable tool when planning essays, reports, presentations,
or any other detailed written work.

Simply highlight a section of text, press Play, and ClaroRead
will speak any text out loud in a clear, human-sounding voice.

Easily customised to individual needs and abilities, ClaroRead
is an essential part of daily life for thousands of people who
use computers.

Written work is better with ClaroRead. Words can be spoken
back as they are typed, ensuring the accuracy of papers,
presentations, tests and notes. Any corrections made in the
spell check window are memorised for future use.

Scan Settings

ClaroRead makes a wealth of material accessible, regardless of
the format. PDF files can be unlocked and edited. Textbooks,
photocopies, and paper handouts can be scanned and
easily converted into Microsoft Word and PDF documents.
Convert text to audio or video files that can then be played
back on any iPod, smart phone, or portable music player.
Perfect for learning and revising on the go. Users can build
an audio and video archive of their documents – ideal for
revision, research, or storing work.
ClaroRead’s toolbar is designed with clear graphic icons for
ease of recognition. Amend, edit, save and listen easily and
quickly with just a single click of the mouse.

Cost effective school site license options are available.

Assistive
ClaroRead is the complete support package for those with
dyslexia, learning difficulties, or anyone who struggles with
reading and writing.
ClaroRead accurately identifies errors, building confidence.
ScreenRuler takes the stress out of reading. The combined
ruler and colour overlay horizontal bar focuses the eye, while
tracking words as they progress on-screen. Text is spoken
out loud, increasing independence.
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High quality text to speech voices will speak anything from the PC clearly and accurately.
Works closely with Microsoft Word. Speaks all text with a visual highlight and speaks as words are typed.
Works with Internet Explorer to convert any web page into speech. Simply hover the mouse over the text.
Convert text in Microsoft Word, or from the clipboard (e.g. from a web page) into an audio file to save.
Change layout, font styling, text and background colours with a single click.
Check a word for spelling, meaning, homophones and dictionary definitions in Microsoft Word.
Check Anywhere – spell check any word anywhere. Dictionary Tooltip – definition for any word anywhere.
Incorporated prediction tool, with base prediction dictionary of the most frequently used words.
Advanced features include building multiple prediction dictionaries.
In the Advanced Settings Editor choose the default font choice, build subject specific prediction files
and add 'confusable or tricky words' to the homophone and spelling list.
Extras included are Speaking Calculator, ScreenRuler, ClaroView and ClaroCapture.
Scans and converts paper documents in over 50 languages into editable and accessible Microsoft Word
documents. OmniPage Optical Character Recognition engine built in.
Close integration with Dragon NaturallySpeaking provides an echo back feature for greater verification
of the dictated text.
Unlocks access to PDF files by converting them into Microsoft Word editable documents.
USB memory stick available separately. Runs directly from the memory stick on any PC – no files installed.
Includes ClaroIdeas – the new idea mapping software from Claro.
Enhanced scanning features – proofread a scanned document before sending to Microsoft Word,
or save as an accessible PDF.

SE

Plus

Pro

ClaroRead is available in Standard, Plus, Pro and SE versions,
with a range of additional high quality voices in over 25 languages.

Standard

ClaroRead for PC Comparison Chart
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“I take forever to read, so when ClaroRead became available, it was so much better.
I can scan in the books that I need to read, and the computer reads them back to me.
You can also use ClaroRead to browse the web, as it reads the Internet to you.”
Yarilee Villareal, Student, Brownsville Texas University

ClaroRead for Mac
ClaroRead for Mac Toolbar

System Requirements Mac
• Mac OS X version 10.4 or later
• 100MB hard disk space
• DVD drive
• 100MB disk space per high quality voice
• Microsoft Word 2004 or later

ClaroRead is a highly effective, multi-sensory software solution for supporting
reading and writing. Designed with maximum simplicity and flexibility for all
ages and abilities, ClaroRead aids concentration and increases confidence.
With all the main features of ClaroRead for PC, ClaroRead for Mac is the ideal literacy support tool for Mac users. ClaroRead
for Mac can read practically any on-screen text out loud, and is perfectly integrated with Microsoft Word. With ClaroRead
Plus, scanned books and documents are read back with complete clarity.
A wide range of visual tools are included to colour, highlight and focus on text as it is spoken by the computer. ClaroRead
improves written accuracy with an enhanced spell check, homophone check and thesaurus. Words can also be spoken back
as they are typed.
ClaroRead is easily customised to suit individual needs – making it the ideal companion for learning and working.
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High quality text to speech voices will read text from the Mac clearly and accurately.
Works closely with Microsoft Word. Speaks all text with a visual highlight and speaks as words are typed.
Combines with Safari to convert any web page into speech. Simply hover the mouse over the text.
Convert text in Microsoft Word, or from the clipboard (e.g. from a web page) into an audio file to save.
Text Check button – check a word for spelling, meaning, homophones and dictionary definitions in
Microsoft Word. Distinctive graphics help with the choice of word.
Change layout, font styling, text and background colours with a single click.
Incorporated prediction tool, with base prediction dictionary of the most frequently used words.
Advanced features include building multiple prediction dictionaries.
Build subject specific prediction files and add ‘confusable or tricky words’ to the homophone and
spelling list.
Extras included are ScreenRuler, ClaroView and ClaroCapture.
Scans and converts paper documents and PDF files into editable and accessible Microsoft Word
documents using the included Readiris Pro.
USB memory stick available separately. Runs directly from the memory stick on any Mac using system voices
– no files installed.

SE

Plus

ClaroRead is available in Standard, Plus and SE versions,
with a range of additional high quality voices in over 20 languages.

Standard

ClaroRead for Mac Comparison Chart
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“ClaroRead is very easy and intuitive. It worked for me straight away,
and I have had no hitches with it.”
Barbara Smith, Support for Learning Tutor, Newbattle Abbey College

ClaroRead SE
The ClaroRead SE literacy support tool is a simple yet highly effective
proofreader and visual aid that enhances performance, saves time and
increases confidence. Add on voices for more than 25 languages are
available– great for language learning support.
A range of powerful voices read back any on-screen text and program commands, and ClaroRead SE also provides a highquality screen reader. Text is echoed back as it is typed, guaranteeing accuracy. And all speech can be saved as audio, to be
listened to anywhere, anytime.
ClaroRead SE operates from a toolbar that contains all commands, and locks onto any open and active Windows application.
Easily customisable for personal use, ClaroRead SE has a huge range of settings designed to benefit all users, whether
learning, working or simply surfing the net.
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ClaroRead SE Features
Speak Any Text

Multi Sensory Learning

Text can be spoken at any point by highlighting individual
sections of text and pressing Play. There is a choice of both
male and female human-sounding voices.

Any text can be converted and saved as an audio file, for use
in a range of portable phones and audio players.

Simplification of Microsoft Word
ClaroRead provides a single toolbar for use in Microsoft
Word that combines a text to speech player and a save to
audio function.

Visual highlighting in Word
The focus sentence feature greys or dims out sentences not
being spoken. The word trail feature progressively colours
words as they are spoken, creating effective word-by-word
highlighting with minimal visual disruption.

ClaroRead SE Toolbar PC

Echo Back
Reads back letters, words or sentences as they are typed
into any application.

ClaroRead SE Toolbar Mac

Voices
ClaroRead SE includes two high-quality text to speech voices.
There are an additional 25 human sounding voices available
to choose from.

ClaroRead SE Settings PC

System Requirements PC

Application Guide
Corporate and Education

Assistive

ClaroRead SE is the ideal editing, research and proofreading
tool for all schools, universities and workplaces.

For users who have dyslexia or struggle with reading and
writing, ClaroRead SE provides a simple solution by accurately
identifying errors and taking the stress out of reading.

By simply highlighting a section and pressing Play, ClaroRead
SE speaks any text out loud.
Written work is also improved. Words are spoken back as
they are typed, ensuring the accuracy of papers, tests, notes
and presentations.
Convert text to audio files that can be played back on any
iPod, phone, or portable music player. Build an audio archive
of documents – great for revision, research or storing work.
With clear graphic icons for ease of recognition, all users can
benefit from the ClaroRead SE range of reading and writing
tools.

ClaroRead SE can be easily customised to individual needs
and abilities, making it the ideal desktop companion.

• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 300MB hard disk space
• 60-140MB for each RealSpeak Voice
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2003 or later
• Sound Card
• Scanner supporting TWAIN or WIA

System Requirements Mac
• Mac OS X version 10.4 or later
• 100MB hard disk space
• DVD drive
• 100MB disk space per high quality voice
• Microsoft Word 2004 or later
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“Our software makes people more independent, improves quality and is easy and intuitive
to use.”
Alasdair King, Claro Software Technical Director

SymWord
SymWord is a fun, easy to use talking word processor for younger learners and
computer users with literacy difficulties.
SymWord converts words into associated symbols, and symbols into words, using the dynamic SymbolStix symbol set. Featuring
powerful word and symbol prediction, standard word processor functions, on-screen grids and word banks, SymWord provides
a flexible literacy tool.
The on-screen keyboard can be controlled using a range of methods – from standard mouse and switch scanning to joystick
input – to suit a wide variety of physical abilities.
Symbols and words can be spoken out loud using quality human-sounding voices, and SymWord also contains a customisable
word prediction tool. Documents can be created as text with symbols if required, and then emailed or saved.
New grids and word banks can be quickly and easily created by teachers and parents using the GridEd tool, which contains
thousands of built in symbols, pictures and audio files.
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SymWord Features
User Profiles

Email

SymWord supports different user profiles – save personal
preferences without having to reset profiles.

SymWord operates an email system to help communication.
Users can send and receive emails using symbols, words, or
a mixture of both – enabling users who cannot read or write
to communicate while their messages are read out to them.

Toolbar
Easily access the most popular commands via the easy to use
toolbar. Save and print projects, change font size and style,
send and receive emails, and listen to work being read out
loud.

Settings Menu
Choose between the easy and advanced level, personalise
the toolbar and font colour, and decide what speed and
content the text to speech tool reads out.

Prediction Dictionary
Personalise word prediction dictionaries, the choice of words
shown, and their colours. A list of words is prompted simply
by pressing a key. Words can be added, taken away, and
shown in block capitals.

Text to Speech

SymWord Toolbar

SymWord Settings

The RealSpeak, human-sounding voice can be set to read
both characters and words out loud. The arrow keys can be
used to listen whilst moving around the document. SymWord
also reads out the menu grid contents, and its commands.

Creating Grids
SymWord comes with a number of ready to use predefined
grid keyboards, and the GridEd program helps users create
and edit their own. Once created, click on the keys using a
mouse, or SymWord will perform a linear or block scan across
the keyboard – enabling users to stop on the command
they wish to use.

System Requirements

Application Guide
Education

Assistive

SymWord helps young users get to grips with computers
while enhancing literacy.

By converting symbols to text, SymWord helps students with
dyslexia or reading and writing difficulties produce words
on a computer.

By speaking symbols out loud, SymWord broadens users
vocabulary and improves comprehension by helping learners
associate spoken words with on-screen symbols.
SymWord comes with a series of pre-designed grids and
symbols. The GridEd program also creates unique grids,
tailored to individual subjects and curriculum topics.

In addition, the on-screen keyboard and symbol buttons are
large enough to be controlled by a range of methods,
including standard mouse, switch scanning and joystick
input. Students with a wide range of physical disabilities are
therefore enabled to use the computer independently.

•
•
•
•
•

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
2GB hard disk space
DVD drive
Sound Card
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Study Skills
Capture, Research, Revise, Teach
A wide range of study skills software capture ideas, pictures, research notes, web links, audio and video
files with more freedom, flexibility and creativity.
Text, images, screenshots, files, recordings and references are collated with ease using the research
software tool ClaroCapture. ClaroIdeas enables students of all abilities to visualise their ideas and generate
knowledge with clarity and confidence.
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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“ClaroCapture is very popular with students. They can keep track of everything in 		
one place, so they don’t have to remember where they got the information. It helps 		
them create more professional looking work.”
David Edwards, Freelance University Assistive Software Trainer

ClaroCapture
ClaroCapture

ClaroCapture grabs text, images, screenshots, files, recordings and references
and compiles them into one single, handy project file.
Text can be selected from any computer application, including web pages, PDF files, Microsoft Word documents, databases
and then exported to Word or PowerPoint. Screen sections can be captured, audio notes created and highlighted text from
Microsoft Word extracted. Perfect as a revision and studying aid, ClaroCapture is an excellent tool for the creation of
presentations or research notes.
ClaroCapture projects can be sent to Microsoft Word or PowerPoint. They can also be sent to ClaroIdeas, to show a visual
layout of the project, if ClaroIdeas is installed.

System Requirements
• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 20MB hard disk space
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2003 or later
• Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 or later

ClaroCapture is available on both PC and Mac.
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“ClaroIdeas is a fantastic tool – one which we really feel is enhanced by the voice
input option.” Lucy Bourne, Dragon Certified Instructor

ClaroIdeas
ClaroIdeas is an easy to use, fresh visual software solution for assisting with
research, planning, outlining, studying and presenting. ClaroIdeas will help
users and groups capture their ideas, pictures, research notes, web page links,
audio and video files with more freedom, flexibility and creativity.
Creating idea maps using ClaroIdeas enables users to focus thoughts, organise concepts and include text notes, graphical
and media content. Plan revision, reports, essays and presentation content in a more spontaneous but controlled manner
with ClaroIdeas.
Idea maps allow a user to focus on bringing together thoughts and related content in various formats, and are a recognised
way to maximise learning potential, improve problem-solving, enhance research and aid revision.
ClaroIdeas provides an alternative to linear formatting or structure, aiding memory and revision, and making it easier to create
modifications and additions. Includes thousands of clipart graphics for a wide range of topics.
With ClaroIdeas, idea maps can be converted to linear structured Microsoft Word documents or PowerPoint presentations,
allowing for further composition, presentation and publishing. Idea maps can be easily organised, re-organised, linked to
other maps and content. Maps can also be turned into accessible PDF files or transferred to most smart phones.
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ClaroIdeas Features
Idea Maps

Interactivity

Idea maps allow a user to focus on bringing together thoughts
and related content in various formats, and are a recognised
way to maximise learning potential, improve problem-solving,
enhance research and aid revision.

ClaroIdeas is a great addition to the interactive whiteboard
toolkit. Lesson templates can be developed and delivered.

ClaroIdeas provides an alternative to linear formatting or
structure, aiding memory and revision, and making it easier
to create modifications and additions.

Integration with ClaroRead, the popular reading and writing
tool, means idea maps can be spoken out loud by the
computer and checked for spelling errors.

Using the Office 2007 style interface, combined with the
export to Word and PowerPoint functions, it is both familiar
and easy to use.

Learning Assistance

Exporting
With ClaroIdeas, idea maps can be converted into linear
structured Microsoft Word documents or PowerPoint
presentations, allowing for further composition, presentation
and publishing. Idea maps can be easily organised and
re-organised, linked to other maps and content. Maps can
also be turned into accessible PDF files or transferred to most
smart phones.

ClaroIdeas Ribbon

Integration with ClaroRead

ClaroIdeas Interface

Researched text, scanned papers and image content collected
using ClaroCapture can be transferred to an idea map with
one quick click. This produces a visual representation of the
researched content, supporting the research and study process.

Integration with Dragon Dictation Software
Dragon NaturallySpeaking speech recognition and dictation
software can be used to dictate text into ClaroIdeas.

Application Guide
In the Workplace and Education
By engaging students’ interest and encouraging discussions
and collaboration, using ClaroIdeas makes learning fun,
whether in use at home or in the classroom.

Using the Office 2007 style interface, combined with the
export to Microsoft Word and PowerPoint functions, it is
both familiar and easy to use.

ClaroIdeas is a great addition to the interactive whiteboard
toolkit, allowing lesson templates to be developed and
delivered, or collaborative working in the classroom and ICT
suite. Cost effective school site license options are available.

Assistive

ClaroIdeas can be used by teachers to create lessons, revision
guides and essay plans.
For students, the software provides the perfect support tool
for revision, researching, planning and producing essays or
research papers.
The professional user can envisage, research and produce
impressive presentations and content in a fast, efficient and
easy to use manner.

ClaroIdeas is part of a study skills solution and can be used
with other popular assistive software. Integration with
ClaroRead, the popular reading and writing tool, means idea
maps can be spoken out loud by the computer and checked
for spelling errors. This enables dyslexic students to use
ClaroIdeas with confidence.

System Requirements
• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 2GB hard disk space
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2007 or later
• Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 or later
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WordBanks enables the dynamic creation of word banks from any word lists.
Take a vocabulary list and create an on-screen word bank for it.

WordBanks
On-screen word banks provide a useful technique for introducing students to
word processing and writing using a computer. Word banks help students
generate meaningful text from an early stage.
Word banks are good tools for sentence building where vocabulary is predictable and defined or limited.
Writers with spelling difficulties can use word banks to select longer and more difficult words, as well as generate ideas for
word choice. They also allow for faster working by selecting whole or sections of words, where typing is slow.
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WordBanks Features
WordBanks Editor

Customise WordBanks

WordBanks allows a teacher or student to quickly create
on-screen word banks. Simply import a list of words from
any source using the WordBanks Editor. Decide the size of
each word bank, how to index it, whether the words will
speak and other options. The word bank can then be
published and run, and words can be selected using mouse
device or touch screen.

WordBanks are individually designed. Choose the size of each
word bank, assign categories and select the number of
columns and rows. Alphabetise the word bank list.

Text to speech

WordBanks Editor

Word List Menu
Import lists of words from any source, including the Internet.
Edit, delete and filter words using a number of simple
commands. The word list can also be saved for later use.

Hover the mouse over the chosen word – WordBanks speaks
it back to you.

Display Menu
Group words in alphabetical order or by subject matter. Add
a word endings column.

Published WordBank

Application Guide
WordBanks can be used to list entire phrases, not just single
words. So users who have difficulties spelling or typing can
improve their accuracy and independence with WordBanks.
In addition, those with dyslexia can hear the selected word
read out to them. Those with a small vocabulary – or for
whom English is a second language – will have their word
choice broadened by WordBanks.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
250MB hard disk space
DVD drive
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Workplace Productivity
Productivity and Proofing
We offer a wide range of software to help productivity and quality in the workplace. Convert text on paper
from your scanner, or convert PDF files and other text contained in image files.
ClaroRead and Dragon NaturallySpeaking speech recognition bundles utilise the most advanced technology
available to further enhance productivity, confidence and accuracy.
Oska for Touch Screen is a flexible tool to allow any software professional to ‘touch enable’ any existing
software application, by creating custom on-screen keyboards, keypads and grids.
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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“I can’t say enough about what NaturallySpeaking has done for my teaching, and I can say
with certainty that this program will be an important part of my teaching for years to come.”
Mike Fejes, School Teacher

Dragon
Dragon Toolbar

ClaroRead can be combined with Dragon NaturallySpeaking to utilise the
most advanced speech technology available to further enhance productivity,
confidence, and accuracy.
Use Dragon to dictate any text straight into a computer, and ClaroRead will read it back.

System Requirements
• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 2.5GB hard disk space
• CPU: minimum 1 GHz Intel® Pentium® or equivalent
• Processor Cache: minimum 512 KB
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2003 or later
• Sound Card
• Scanner supporting TWAIN or WIA
• Internet connection
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 or higher
• Noise-cancelling headset and microphone

Anything that can be done by typing can be done faster using a voice. Create and edit documents or emails. Open and close
applications. Control the mouse and navigate commands.
Claro redistributes Dragon NaturallySpeaking under license from Nuance. For full details on Dragon NaturallySpeaking visit
www.nuance.co.uk/naturallyspeaking
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“Easily customised to individual needs and abilities, WordRead is an essential part of daily
life for thousands of people who use computers.”
Alasdair King, Claro Software, Technical Director

WordRead
WordRead provides an audio read back of any text on a computer using a high
quality human sounding voice.
WordRead is an elegant piece of software that allows text on the computer screen to be spoken back in a high quality
human sounding voice. Proofread and listen to Microsoft Word documents, emails, web pages, spreadsheets, presentations
and accessible PDF files.
Prior to the advent of electronic spelling and grammar checkers, documents were often proofread for accuracy by one
person reading the text to another. The human ear can often pick up errors which the eye can miss.
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WordRead Features
Microsoft Word

Text to Speech

Click the mouse at any point and press Play. It will read from
that point onwards, highlighting each sentence as it is being
read. WordRead continues until the document is finished, or
the Stop button is pressed.

Select any text from any software application with the
mouse, and it will be spoken back immediately – no need to
copy into another window or player.

Internet Explorer
Simply hover the mouse over text, and WordRead will
instantly speak it back. Alternatively, click the mouse
anywhere on the web page and press Play. WordRead will
also highlight the sentence, tracking the audio.

Convert to Audio
Convert any text into an audio file for replay later, or for
transfer to a portable audio player, such as an iPod.

Voices
Choose from over 25 RealSpeak add on voices and languages
in which to listen to text.

WordRead Toolbar

WordRead Setting

ScreenMarker
The reading and tracking feature, ScreenMarker places
multiple markers on the screen and can be moved around
by the mouse. Ideal for proofreading and use during
presentations.

ScreenMarker Examples

System Requirements

Application Guide
Corporate and Education
WordRead is a valuable tool for proofing texts, and listening
to and learning other languages.
WordRead also saves time and aids concentration in the
workplace by helping ensure the accuracy of practically any
written document, whatever the length. International
organisations with multinational employees will benefit
from the software’s ability to read out loud in over 25
languages.

• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM
• 250MB hard disk space
• DVD drive
• Microsoft Word 2003 or later
• Sound Card
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Scan2Text is the powerful scanning and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software
from Claro, converting text on paper to editable Word documents.

Scan2Text
Scan2Text is an easy to use, quality tool for publishing and easy access to
printed text using almost any standard scanner. Convert text on paper from
the scanner, or convert PDF files and other text contained in image files.
With Scan2Text, documents, letters and papers are scanned and the text is dropped straight into Microsoft Word. Text can
be edited, or read back by ClaroRead or a screen reader. Choose to retain the original format of the document and retain or
remove images.
The preview scanned image setting allows the scanned image to be previewed and then the areas of the page that need to
be viewed selected and converted into Microsoft Word. Previously scanned image files can be opened, as well as PDFs.
This powerful software contains the Omnipage engine and can automatically recognise and convert text in over 100
languages.
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Scan2Text Features
Microsoft Word

Proofread Text

Scan2Text allows letters, papers and any text to be dropped
straight into Microsoft Word.

Once converted, the text can then be edited, or read back
by ClaroRead or any screen reader.

Choose to retain the original format of the document and
retain or remove images.

Scan2Text can convert paper and image files into the
following list of formats; Microsoft Word (97, 2000, XP,
2003, 2007, 2010), Rich Text Format, Plain Text, XPS, PDF
(tagged, accessible), TIFF, PNG, BMP, JPEG images, PDF and
Word document and PDF image.

The preview scanned image setting allows the scanned image
to be previewed and selected areas of the page converted
into Microsoft Word.

Powerful Scanning

Scan2Text Settings

Multiple format output is also possible through advanced
settings in version 4 onwards.

This powerful software contains the latest Omnipage engine
and can automatically recognise and convert text in over 100
languages. Scan2Text is an easy to use, quality tool for
publishing and for accessing printed text.

Application Guide
Assistive
Scan2Text makes a wealth of material accessible, regardless
of the format. PDF files can be unlocked and edited.
Textbooks, photocopies and paper handouts can be scanned
and easily converted into Microsoft Word.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
250MB hard disk space
CD drive
Microsoft Word 2003 or later
Scanner supporting TWAIN or WIA
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Oska Touch Input
Oska Keyboard

Oska Touch Input is a flexible tool to allow any software professional to touch
enable any existing software application by creating custom on-screen
keyboards, keypads and grids.
Oska Touch Input is a highly flexible design tool for creating custom on-screen keyboards.
Oska on-screen keyboard application utilises advancements in touch technology to offer innovative opportunities by developing
a brand new approach to the way in which a computer can be operated. Using on-screen touch control, Oska quickly and
easily allows any Windows application to be controlled by touch alone.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
50MB hard disk space
CD drive

With the creation of context based on-screen keyboards, Oska is ideal for ‘touch converting’ applications that were designed
for mouse control. Most software is designed for keyboard and mouse operation, causing problems as the menu groupings
are not designed for touch control.

www.clarosoftware.com

+44 (0) 177 297 7888

sales@clarosoftware.com

Computer Access
Visual
Claro offers a wide range of access software including Lightning with Speech, a magnification and screen
reading software. Users are able to write letters and documents, hear what they have typed letter by letter
or word by word, change the speed and voice, and repeat.
ScreenRuler Suite is a dynamic software package to assist with reading on the PC. The ScreenRuler software
provides a strip or ruler across the screen, which can have the contrast changed and have the background
greyed, coloured or dimmed out.
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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“Lightning gives people that extra bit of help. Instead of struggling with something, it makes 		
text easier to work with. Assistive technology has got so much better over the years I’ve been
working with it. I have been using Lightning myself – and I am really impressed with it.”
Debbie Brixey, UCanDoIT

Lightning
Lightning Plus with Speech is a magnification software program. The screen
reader features make the computer speak. Users are able to write letters and
documents, hear what they have typed letter by letter or word by word,
change the speed and voice, and repeat.
The magnifying features make items on the computer screen bigger, by magnifying beneath the mouse. Whatever appears
on the computer screen can be magnified up to 36 times. Lightning Plus with Speech provides a great feature range, good
reliability and works well with all Windows applications. A USB version is also available which will run from a memory stick.
This gives complete portability, with no need to install any files on the host PC.
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Lightning Features
Lightning Plus with Speech

Speech

Lightning Plus with Speech speaks all Windows menus and
dialog boxes, allowing full control of the computer.

Lightning will speak all Windows menus and dialog boxes,
allowing full control of the computer. It gives full speech
feedback for most text based word processing tasks including
editing documents in Microsoft Word, WordPad or Notepad.
It will also work with Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, Microsoft
Outlook, Windows Calculator, Messenger, Anti Virus
programs and more.

Magnifier
Magnify the screen up to 36 times. The shape or size of
letters and pictures can be changed, fonts smoothed, screen
colours inverted for better contrast and magnification levels
altered.

Tracking, Colour and Locator Settings

Lighting Plus Toolbar

Lightning with Speech Toolbar

Lightning with Speech Setting Screen

The tracking option allows users to set how and where the
magnification tracks. Lightning also allows the user to
customise colour options to better view the PC screen.
Another feature included in Lightning is the highly visible
and customisable pointer locators.

System Requirements

Application Guide
Corporate and Education

Assistive

The USB version of Lightning gives complete portability for
the user.

Lightning will speak the text from any accessible software
program running on the computer.

Full speech feedback for most text based word processing
tasks including editing documents in Microsoft Word,
WordPad or Notepad.
The tracking option allows users to set how and where the
magnification tracks. Lightning also allows the user to
customise colour options to better view the PC screen.
Another feature included in Lightning is the highly visible
and customisable pointer locators.

•
•
•
•
•

32-bit Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
200MB hard disk space
CD drive
Sound Card
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“Now I can read faster and make better sense of what I’m reading.”
ScreenRuler User

ScreenRuler Suite
ScreenRuler Settings

ScreenRuler Suite is a visual software tool to assist with reading on the PC. The
ScreenRuler software provides a strip or ruler across the screen, which can
have the contrast changed and have the background greyed, coloured or
dimmed out.
The ScreenRuler Suite includes the latest version of our ScreenRuler software. The software allows part of the screen to be
highlighted or underlined depending on the users preference. It provides a strip or ruler across the screen, which can have
the contrast changed and have the background coloured or greyed out. It also has support for dual monitor and full screen
overlay functions.
ClaroView is an innovative and very easy to use piece of software included in the ScreenRuler Suite. It allows the user to better
view the PC screen, with the potential to make browsing and reading easier. It can change the colour of the screen overlay
and the tint level can be varied.

System Requirements
• Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
• 1GB RAM or more
• CD drive

ScreenRuler Suite also includes the ScreenMarker reading and tracking feature. Place multiple markers on the screen, and
move around by mouse. Ideal for proofreading and using during presentations.

Plus

Choose between Lightning Plus, Lightning with Speech and ScreenRuler Suite.
Use the comparison chart to help you decide which product will suit your
needs.

Works with all accessible Windows applications.
Vary the brightness level for easier browsing and reading.
Use custom colour options to allow better contrast.
USB version allowing software to be run from the USB with no installation required.
Magnify the computer screen by up to 36 times.
Smooth fonts to make them clearer at high magnification.
Change the shape or size of letters and pictures.
Magnify the entire screen or specific area.
Highly visible and customisable pointer locators for easier tracking.
Invert screen colour for easier reading.
Provides an easy to use spell check function.
Tracking Feature allowing users to setup how and where the magnification tracks.
Speak all Windows menus and dialog boxes for easier navigation.
Speak back text from any accessible Microsoft Windows application that is running including
Microsoft Office applications.
Includes WebbIE the special audio internet browser. This allows information from
accessible websites to be spoken back.

Speech

Lightning and ScreenRuler Comparison Chart

ScreenRuler
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www.clarosoftware.com

+44 (0) 177 297 7888

sales@clarosoftware.com

Computer Access
Touch, Mouse and Switch Input
Touch technology is an innovative concept that offers a brand new approach to the way in which a
computer can be operated.
Oska on-screen keyboard application offers an alternative to the traditional keyboard and mouse method
of operating a computer. The Oska software, paired with the appropriate input hardware, solves
accessibility issues associated with conventional techniques.
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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Tactix Touchpad
Tactix Touchpad Software and Ergonomic USB Touchpad
The Tactix Touchpad software turns the external USB Ergonomic Touchpad into a powerful solution for controlling the PC.
The Ergonomic Touchpad is small, thin, water resistant, and easily adaptable. Tactix Touchpad software enables it to work like
a mouse, touchpad, joystick or touch-switch. The Velcro backed housing means it can be mounted anywhere, including fixed
surfaces, wheelchair mounting systems or flexible arm clamps.

Map to Screen
The Tactix Touchpad software allows greater control of the mouse pointer by using light pressure and minimal movement.

Switch Device
Coupled with the unique Tactix Touchpad software, the Ergonomic Touchpad can be used as a single or multiple USB switch.
Switch access allows the user to have control over a computer which otherwise would be impossible to operate by themselves.

Joystick
Combining the Tactix Touchpad software with the Ergonomic Touchpad allows the user to control the mouse pointer by
placing their finger on the touchpad and then moving their finger in the direction they require. The mouse continues to
move in the chosen direction until the direction is changed or taken off the Touchpad.
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One Switch Mouse

Control the mouse pointer
using a single switch.

3D Mouse

Click mouse to move left

New way to control
the mouse cursor.

Alasdair King, Claro Software, Technical Director

Scroll Wheel
Scanning

Unique and innovative
scanning solution using a
standard computer mouse.

“A few years ago we would never have thought it was possible. But the advent of new touch 		
screen and touch input technologies – like the iPhone – have supported the development
of Oska.”

TenKey Input

Innovative alternative for
controlling your computer.

Oska Suite
The Oska Suite is a software solution designed to assist people who have
difficulty using traditional computer input methods. Oska (On-Screen
Keyboard Application) has been developed to enhance the use of touch
technology and alternative PC input methods.
Oska on-screen keyboard application, offers an alternative to the traditional keyboard and mouse method of operating a
computer. The Oska software, paired with the appropriate input hardware, solves accessibility issues associated with
conventional techniques and is paving the way for increased use of touch technology.
People who have moved from mouse input to a single switch system now have alternative control methods available to them.
Integration of additional, alternative input device techniques such as gamepads, numeric keypads and touchpads gives more
flexibility in controlling and writing on the PC.
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Oska Features

Included with Oska

The Oska Keyboard

TenKey Mouse

Oska, is an on-screen virtual keyboard. It displays a fully
customisable virtual keyboard on-screen. Oska allows the
use of multiple input devices to use the keyboard. Oska is fully
compatible with touch technology.

An innovative alternative for moving the mouse pointer
quickly and precisely. Enabling the use of the numeric keypad
at the right of a computer keyboard to operate the mouse.

The Oska Keyboard works as a standard computer keyboard.
Select a key and Oska will send the input to the current active
application on the PC. Oska offers total keyboard control of
all Windows applications including word processors, email,
web pages or any other text based applications that are used.
The Oska Keyboard supports all the standard characteristics
of a standard keyboard.
Oska offers full access to any software package, and the
independence to get on with day to day computer tasks.

The Oska Editor
The Oska Editor can create an infinite number of unique
combinations, groups and sequences of buttons, tailored for
different uses. Oska keyboards are fully customisable, allowing
the keyboard to be edited to suit any requirements. The Oska
Editor has been designed to allow the creation of multi input
keyboards or controllers for use on the PC. Keyboards created
with Oska work with touch screen devices, touchpads, mice,
keyboard, joysticks and switches.

3D Mouse

Oska Settings Editor

Oska Control

3D Mouse supports new 3D Mouse hardware and enables
the hardware to be used to control the mouse. 3D Mouse
allows greater productivity and creative output.

Joystick Mouse
Joystick Mouse enables any joystick or gamepad controller to
be operated like a standard computer mouse.

One Switch Mouse

Oska Keyboard Example

One Switch Mouse enables a user to control the mouse
pointer using a single switch. This technique is particularly
suited to users who have good fine motor control and
cognitive ability. With practice, we have seen this technique
being used to control a mouse at high speeds.

Oska Settings Editor
After a keyboard is created, the input methods can be defined
and customised. In addition, certain keys can be further
defined, giving further capability.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Application Guide
Corporate and Education

Assistive

Create custom on-screen keyboards to automate daily tasks.
Touch enable any existing software application with custom
on-screen keyboards, keypads and grids.

Coupling One Switch Mouse with Oska on-screen keyboard
offers the user the ability to control the mouse and write.
With practice, this technique can be used to control a mouse
at high speeds.

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
50MB hard disk space
CD drive
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One Switch Mouse requires the use of only one switch or button to give the user
complete control of the mouse.

One Switch Mouse
One Switch Mouse can be operated
with switches

One Switch Mouse enables a user to control the mouse pointer using a single
switch. This technique is particularly suited to users who have good fine motor
control and cognitive ability. With practice, this technique can be used to
control a mouse at high speeds.
One Switch Mouse requires the use of only one switch or button to give the user complete control of the mouse. One Switch
Mouse also allows the application to be setup in a way that suits individual requirements. As well as controlling the speed
and acceleration of the mouse movement, the input device switch that is used to control the mouse movement can be altered.
The switch used to control One Switch Mouse can be either the space bar (or a switch controller box which emulates the
space bar), the middle mouse button, or joystick/gamepad button 1 or 2. Integration of additional, alternative input device
techniques such as game pads, numeric keypads and touch pads gives more flexibility in controlling and writing on the PC.

System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Windows 7, XP SP3, Vista SP2
1GB RAM
50MB hard disk space
CD drive
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Licensing
Partner Information
Claro sells its software through partners and dealers all around the world. Multi user and site licenses are available. For
further information, please view our website, contact us directly, contact your local dealer.
We have licensing partners around the world who combine our software with their own products (OEM) and license our
products to sell under their own brand. Please contact our sales team directly for these types of licensing enquiries.
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How to Order
How to order from Claro Software
• Call us on +44 (0) 177 297 7888
• Fax us on +44 (0) 870 132 7471
• Email sales@clarosoftware.com
• Order online at www.clarosoftware.com
• Order through a Claro Software partner at www.claropartners.co.uk

sales@clarosoftware.com

